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NMD pathway
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The nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) pathway selectively degrades mRNAs harboring premature
termination codons (PTCs). Seven genes (smg-1–7, for suppressor with morphological effect on genitalia) that
are essential for NMD were originally identified in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, and orthologs of
these genes have been found in several species. Whereas in humans NMD is linked to splicing, PTC definition
occurs independently of exon boundaries in Drosophila. Here, we have conducted an analysis of the cis-acting
sequences and trans-acting factors that are required for NMD in C. elegans. We show that a PTC codon is
defined independently of introns in C. elegans and, consequently, components of the exon junction complex
(EJC) are dispensable for NMD. We also show a distance-dependent effect, whereby PTCs that are closer to the
3� end of the mRNA are less sensitive to NMD. We also provide evidence for the existence of previously
unidentified components of the NMD pathway that, unlike known smg genes, are essential for viability in
C. elegans. A genome-wide RNA interference (RNAi) screen resulted in the identification of two such novel
NMD genes, which are essential for proper embryonic development, and as such represent a new class of
essential NMD genes in C. elegans that we have termed smgl (for smg lethal). We show that the encoded
proteins are conserved throughout evolution and are required for NMD in C. elegans and also in human cells.
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Nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) is a highly
conserved surveillance mechanism present in all eukary-
otes examined that prevents the synthesis of truncated
proteins. It does so by promoting the degradation of
mRNAs containing premature translation termination
codons (PTCs) (for a recent review, see Maquat 2004).
The functional importance of NMD is highlighted by the
fact that this pathway targets for degradation a wide ar-
ray of endogenous transcripts, as well as erroneously pro-
cessed transcripts and transcripts carrying spontaneous
mutations (for review, see Rehwinkel et al. 2006). It is
proposed that NMD modulates the phenotypic outcome
of many diseases, since ∼30% of inherited genetic disor-
ders are caused by frameshift or nonsense mutations that
generate premature termination codons (PTCs). There-
fore, effectors of NMD are potential targets for therapeu-
tic intervention (Frischmeyer and Dietz 1999; Holbrook
et al. 2004).

Genetic screens in the nematode Caenorhabditis el-
egans identified seven genes that are required for the
degradation of nonsense mutant mRNAs of the unc-54
myosin heavy chain gene (Hodgkin et al. 1989; Pulak and
Anderson 1993; Cali et al. 1999). In addition to their
suppression-of-unc phenotype, these mutations cause
abnormal morphogenesis of the male bursa and the her-
maphrodite vulva, and accordingly these genes were
termed smg-1–7 (for suppressor with morphological ef-
fect on genitalia). In the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisae,
three genes, termed UPF1–3, that are necessary for en-
hanced turnover of mRNAs containing a premature stop
codon were identified and are orthologs of the C. elegans
smg-2, smg-3, and smg-4 (Leeds et al. 1991, 1992). Sub-
sequently, orthologs for the smg genes have been iden-
tified in several species. The smg-1, smg-5, smg-6, and
smg-7 genes, which are absent in yeast cells, are required
for NMD in C. elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, and in
mammalian cells (for review, see Conti and Izaurralde
2005).

The key component of the NMD pathway is the pro-
tein SMG-2/UPF1, which is an ATP-dependent RNA he-
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licase that undergoes cycles of phosphorylation/dephos-
phorylation that are required for NMD. Indeed, all
known smg genes other than smg-2 affect the state of
SMG-2 phosphorylation. It has been shown that SMG-1,
SMG-3, and SMG-4 are needed to phosphorylate SMG-2,
whereas SMG-5, SMG-6, and SMG-7 are needed for its
dephosphorylation (Page et al. 1999). The smg-1 gene en-
codes a protein kinase of the phosphatidylinositol kinase
superfamily of protein kinases, which is required for
SMG-2/UPF1 phosphorylation (Yamashita et al. 2001;
Grimson et al. 2004). SMG-5 associates with SMG-7 and
also with the catalytic and structural subunits of the
protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A), suggesting that the role
of this complex is to direct PP2A to its SMG-2/UPF1
substrate (Anders et al. 2003). It was revealed that the
SMG-5–7 proteins have a 14–3–3-like phosphoserine-
binding domain, which is essential for binding to phos-
phorylated SMG-2/UPF1 (Fukuhara et al. 2005). The
SMG-7 protein is a key factor that links mRNA surveil-
lance and mRNA decay by forming a complex with
SMG-5 and UPF1 and targeting bound mRNAs for
mRNA decay (Unterholzner and Izaurralde 2004).
Whereas NMD is not essential in yeast or nematodes,
targeted disruption of Rent1/UPF1 in mice resulted in
embryonic lethality (Medghalchi et al. 2001).

A critical feature of the NMD pathway is how a nor-
mal termination codon is distinguished from a PTC that
would trigger mRNA decay. In mammalian cells, NMD
is linked to splicing since the position of a termination
codon relative to the last intron will determine whether
it is interpreted as premature. Termination codons that
are followed by an intron positioned >50–55 nucleotides
(nt) downstream elicit NMD (Nagy and Maquat 1998).
Consistent with this rule, for the most part, intronless
genes containing PTCs are immune to NMD (Maquat
and Li 2001), with a few exceptions discussed below. The
link between splicing and NMD is mediated by the exon
junction complex (EJC), a complex that is deposited on
every exon junction as a consequence of the splicing pro-
cess and serves as a binding platform for factors involved
in nonsense-mediated decay, mRNA export, and mRNA
localization (Le Hir et al. 2001; Lykke-Andersen et al.
2001; for review, see Tange et al. 2004). The EJC func-
tions as a molecular signal to trigger NMD, since the
presence of a PTC causes the ribosome to terminate pre-
maturely, leaving downstream EJC marks that are not
removed from the mRNA, which in turn recruit the
NMD machinery and trigger mRNA degradation. Re-
cently, it was suggested that, in the presence of a prema-
ture translation termination event, UPF1 is recruited to
PTC-containing mRNAs via interactions with the re-
lease factors eRF1 and eRF3, leading to the assembly of
the SURF complex comprising SMG1, UPF1, eRF1, and
eRF3. Subsequently, the SURF complex interacts with
UPF2, UPF3, and EJC components bound to a down-
stream exon–exon boundary, resulting in the formation
of the DECID (decay-inducing complex) complex that
triggers UPF1 phosphorylation and the dissociation of
eRF1 and eRF3 (Kashima et al. 2006; for review, see
Behm-Ansmant and Izaurralde 2006). Despite the con-

servation of the smg genes and of EJC components, PTC
definition occurs independently of exon boundaries in
Drosophila, and accordingly EJC components are dis-
pensable for NMD in this organism (Gatfield et al. 2003).
Furthermore, exon boundaries are not used to define
PTCs in yeast either. This is probably related to the fact
that most yeast genes lack introns and, with the excep-
tion of the REF/Aly proteins, there are no identifiable
homologs for the EJC components (for review, see Cul-
bertson and Leeds 2003). One model suggests that a
loosely defined downstream element in the 3� untrans-
lated region (UTR), termed DSE, is associated with RNA-
binding proteins such as yeast hnRNP-like protein Hrp1/
Nab4, and that this complex triggers NMD (Gonzalez et
al. 2000). Alternatively, the “faux 3�UTR” model pro-
poses that translation termination at a nonsense codon is
intrinsically aberrant, due to the fact that a PTC is not in
an appropriate context. In support of this hypothesis,
tethering of poly(A)-binding protein in the proximity of a
PTC mimicked a normal 3�UTR and suppressed NMD
(Amrani et al. 2004, 2006). Thus, despite the conserva-
tion of the NMD machinery, different mechanisms have
evolved to define PTCs and discriminate them from
natural stop codons in metazoa (for review, see Conti
and Izaurralde 2005).

Here, we have conducted a systematic analysis of the
cis-acting sequences and trans-acting factors that are re-
quired for PTC recognition in the nematode C. elegans.
We have used transgenic C. elegans strains expressing
GFP/LacZ reporter constructs either with a natural stop
codon or harboring PTCs. We show that the introduction
of a PTC in this reporter results in a robust NMD re-
sponse, as determined by the lack of GFP expression and
a decrease of the corresponding mRNA abundance. Use
of intronless reporters established that introns are not
required to define a PTC, and we show that, accordingly,
EJC components are not essential for NMD in this or-
ganism. Also, we demonstrate a distance effect whereby
PTCs that are closer to the 3��end of the mRNA are less
sensitive to NMD. These results underscore that despite
the high conservation of the NMD machinery, different
mechanisms to define a PTC and elicit NMD are found
throughout evolution. We also provide evidence for the
existence of several novel factors that are essential for
organismal viability and that also participate in the
NMD pathway in C. elegans. Use of a genome-wide
RNA interference (RNAi) screen resulted in the identi-
fication of two such novel factors that are highly con-
served throughout evolution. We show that these two
factors are required for NMD both in C. elegans and also
in human cells.

Results

NMD reporters in C. elegans

Although the requirement of smg genes for NMD in C.
elegans is well documented, little is known about the
mechanism of PTC definition in this organism. Here, we
have created a series of NMD reporters based on the
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multiple synthetic-intron-containing lacZ�GFP re-
porter vector pDP96.04 driven by a ubiquitously ex-
pressed promoter (Fire et al. 1990; Roberts et al. 2003).
We tested transgenic C. elegans strains expressing GFP/
LacZ fusions either containing a natural stop codon (re-
ferred to as “wild type”) or harboring a PTC (PTCx,
placed 3513 nt upstream of the natural stop codon)
(Fig. 1). As predicted, a transgenic strain expressing a
wild-type reporter exhibits ubiquitous GFP expression

throughout all developmental stages (Fig. 1B). Introduc-
tion of a PTC in the first exon of the LacZ gene (PTCx) in
this reporter resulted in the lack of GFP expression (Fig.
1B, panel iii). In order to determine whether the observed
results were indeed due to NMD, we deactivated SMG-
2/UPF1, a key regulator of NMD, by RNAi. Although
knockdown of SMG-2 had no effect on the wild-type
reporter expression, its depletion led to the stabilization
of a PTCx-containing mRNA and rescued GFP expres-
sion (Fig. 1B, cf. panels ii and iv). We confirmed that the
lack of GFP expression was indeed due to NMD-induced
mRNA degradation by monitoring the PTCx mRNA
level before and after RNAi-mediated depletion of SMG-
2/UPF1 by semiquantitative RT–PCR. As seen in Fig-
ure 1C, the level of transgenic reporter mRNA is very
low in transgenic worms carrying the PTCx reporter
(lane 3); however, a significant increase in reporter
mRNA level was seen upon SMG-2 inactivation (lane 5).
These experiments demonstrate that introduction of a
PTC into the GFP/Lacz reporter induces a robust NMD
response. Thus, it constitutes an excellent experimental
system to address cis-acting sequences that are impor-
tant to define a PTC.

The position of the PTC within the transcript
is critical for NMD

In order to investigate whether the position of the non-
sense codon has an effect on its ability to elicit NMD we
created two further reporters. In the PTCa reporter, a
C-to-T change at position 5172 resulted in a TAA stop
codon, whereas in PTCb, a G-to-A change at position
5338 resulted in a TAG stop codon. This placed PTCa
and PTCb at 540 and 370 nt upstream of the natural stop
codons, respectively. Thus, in both reporters the non-
sense codon lies within the penultimate exon, just one
exon upstream of the natural stop codon (Fig. 2A). Trans-
genic lines carrying the PTCa reporter showed transgene
GFP expression only upon SMG-2 depletion, indicating
that the PTCa transgene is subject to NMD (Fig. 2B,
panels iii,iv). In contrast, we found that the PTCb re-
porter harboring the nonsense codon closer to the natu-
ral stop codon (170 nt downstream from PTCa) did not
undergo NMD, as shown by the robust GFP expression
that was not altered by inactivation of NMD by SMG-2
depletion (Fig. 2B, panels v,vi). Thus, introduction of a
PTC in the penultimate exon resulted in different out-
comes, depending on the distance from the natural stop
or poly(A) site. This experiment strongly suggests a
distance-dependent effect, whereby PTCs that are up-
stream of a certain boundary are not sensitive to NMD.
This observation is consistent with the “faux 3�UTR”
model proposed in yeast, where a stop codon is recog-
nized as premature if placed outside signals from the
normal 3�UTR (Amrani et al. 2004).

Splicing is not required for PTC recognition
in C. elegans

In human cells, it has been clearly established that pre-
mRNA splicing plays a critical role in defining PTCs,

Figure 1. A PTCx transgene harboring a nonsense codon is
subject to NMD in C. elegans. (A) Schematic representation of
GFP/LacZ reporters. Black boxes represent GFP exons, white
boxes represent LacZ exons, and gray boxes represent the
3�UTR. Intervening black lines correspond to introns. The natu-
ral stop codon is indicated by an asterisk. In the PTCx reporter,
the position where a nonsense codon was generated by site-
directed mutagenesis is indicated. (B, panel i) Transgenic worms
carrying a wild-type reporter show ubiquitous GFP expression.
(Panel ii) This expression is not affected by the depletion of
SMG-2. Introduction of a nonsense codon (PTCx) resulted in
lack of GFP expression (panel iii), whereas inactivation of NMD
by SMG-2 RNAi led to strong GFP expression (panel iv). (C) The
level of the PTCx reporter mRNA was monitored by semiquan-
titative RT–PCR. In the PTCx strain, the level of reporter
mRNA is very low (lane 3); however, the level of transgene
mRNA is significantly increased upon depletion of the smg-2
transcript (lane 5).

Nonsense-mediated decay in C. elegans
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and this is mediated by components of the EJC. In con-
trast, in Drosophila, despite the conservation of the
splicing and NMD machineries, definition of a PTC oc-
curs independently of exon boundaries and, accordingly,
the components of the EJC are dispensable for NMD
(Gatfield et al. 2003). It is not clear, however, how a PTC
is defined in the nematode C. elegans. In order to address
this issue, we removed the introns within the LacZ gene
from the PTCx and PTCa reporters to create the
PTCx�IN and PTCa�IN reporters, respectively (Fig. 3A).
This placed the nonsense codons in the context of the
last exon. Thus, if PTC definition in C. elegans is gov-
erned by the same rules as in the mammalian system,
neither of the reporters should be subject to NMD, as

there is no splicing and consequently no EJC complex
being deposited between the PTC and the natural stop.

We found that transgenic strains expressing the
PTCx�IN or PTCa�IN reporters did not show GFP ex-
pression (Fig. 3B); however, depletion of SMG-2 led to
the stabilization of PTCx�IN- and PTCa�IN-containing
mRNAs, as seen by a significant increase in reporter
mRNA levels (Fig. 3C; data not shown), and conse-
quently rescued GFP expression (Fig. 3B). This experi-
ment clearly demonstrates that introns are not required
to define a PTC in C. elegans. Accordingly, we next
showed that microinjection-induced RNAi depletion of
EJC components such as Y14, RNPS1, eIF4AIII, and the

Figure 3. Splicing is not required for PTC recognition in C.
elegans. (A) Schematic representation of PTCx�IN and
PTCa�IN reporters. Black boxes represent GFP exons, white
boxes represent LacZ exons, and gray boxes represent the
3�UTR. Intervening black lines correspond to introns. The natu-
ral stop codon is indicated by an asterisk. Introns within the
LacZ gene were removed, placing the nonsense codons within
the context of the last exon. Nonsense mutations are the same
as in the PTCx and PTCa reporters, respectively. (B) A transgene
with no introns downstream from the PTC is subject to NMD.
Transgenic worms carrying the PTCx�IN reporter lack GFP ex-
pression (panel i); however, GFP expression is restored upon the
inactivation of NMD by SMG-2 depletion (panel ii). Similarly,
transgenic worms carrying the PTCa�IN reporter lack GFP ex-
pression (panel iii), which is restored upon the inactivation of
NMD by SMG-2 depletion (panel iv). (C) The level of PTCx�IN
reporter mRNA was monitored by semiquantitative RT–PCR.
In the PTCx�IN strain, the level of reporter mRNA is very low
(lane 3); however, it is significantly increased upon depletion of
SMG-2 (lane 5).

Figure 2. The position of the PTC within the transgene influ-
ences NMD, demonstrating a polarity effect. (A) Schematic rep-
resentation of PTCx, PTCa, and PTCb reporters. Black boxes
represent GFP exons, white boxes represent LacZ exons, and
gray boxes represent the 3�UTR. Intervening black lines corre-
spond to introns. The natural stop codon is indicated by an
asterisk. The positions of nonsense codons within the penulti-
mate exon of the LacZ gene are indicated. (B) Transgenic worms
carrying the PTCx and PTCa reporter lack GFP expression (pan-
els i,iii, respectively); however, GFP expression is restored upon
SMG-2 depletion (panels ii,iv, respectively). Transgenic worms
carrying the PTCb reporter show robust GFP expression (panel
v), which is not altered by the inactivation of NMD by SMG-2
depletion (panel vi).
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REF proteins did not rescue GFP expression of the PTCx
construct, strongly suggesting that EJC factors are not
essential for NMD in nematodes (Fig. 4; data not shown).
Furthermore, depletion of SR proteins, which have been
shown to activate NMD in human cells (Zhang and
Krainer 2004), did not restore GFP expression, suggesting
that SR proteins are not essential for NMD in nematodes
(Fig. 4).

A genome-wide RNAi-based screen to identify new
genes required for NMD

Previous extensive genetic screens have led to the iden-
tification of seven smg genes that are essential for NMD
in C. elegans, and most of the mutations were found to
be alleles of smg-1, smg-2, or smg-5 (Cali et al. 1999). As
these genetic screens selected viable and relatively
healthy mutants, only viable smg mutants were identi-
fied. In order to assess whether there are additional es-
sential genes in the nematode genome that are required
for NMD, we performed a preliminary genetic screen
using EMS-mediated mutagenesis of the PTCx strain.
We searched for the presence of GFP expression in the F2
(second-generation progeny). We observed the presence
of viable mutants that were most likely alleles of the
existing smg genes. Interestingly, we also observed GFP
expression in dead embryos or dead/sick larvae that were
most likely the result of mutations in genes required for
both organismal viability and NMD. Although we could
not rule out that some of the GFP-expressing nonviable
mutants might carry background lethal mutations un-
connected with NMD, this suggested the existence of
previously uncharacterized essential NMD factors.

Technical advances in RNAi methodology and the

availability of the complete genome sequence have en-
abled high-throughput, genome-wide RNAi analysis in
C. elegans, Drosophila, and mammalian tissue culture
cells. This experimental approach has been extensively
used in C. elegans to identify genes involved in processes
as diverse as genome stability (Pothof et al. 2003), trans-
poson silencing (Vastenhouw et al. 2003), polyglutamine
aggregation (Nollen et al. 2004), and longevity (Hamilton
et al. 2005).

We used a commercially available RNAi bacterial
feeding library containing 16,757 clones that target
∼86% of the total C. elegans predicted genes (Fraser et al.
2000; Kamath et al. 2003). In order to identify genes in-
volved in nonsense-mediated decay, we used the C. el-
egans strain expressing a GPF-based reporter harboring a
PTC that was described above (PTCx construct) (Fig. 1B).
The reporter transgene was integrated in the C. elegans
genome. Animals carrying the PTCx reporter lack GFP
expression, since this reporter is subject to NMD as de-
scribed above (Fig. 1B,C). The genes were identified by
the criterion that their silencing restores GFP expres-
sion, as was demonstrated in controls by inactivation of
the bona fide NMD factor, SMG-2/UPF1 (Fig. 1). Thus, in
a high-throughput assay we screened for the appearance
of green worms, dead or alive, in the PTCx strain. As a
negative control we fed PTCx animals empty RNAi vec-
tor, which had no effect on the level of GFP expression
(Fig. 5A, panel i). As a positive control we used a clone
expressing SMG-2/UPF1, which induced strong GFP ex-
pression by abrogating the NMD process (Fig. 5A, panel
ii). By screening the whole library we identified two
RNAi clones that scored positive by increased GFP ex-
pression, as compared with the empty vector, or positive
control (Fig. 5A, panels iii,iv). These clones were vali-

Figure 4. EJC components and SR proteins are
dispensable for NMD in C. elegans. (A) Microin-
jection-induced RNAi depletion of either Y14
(panel i), eIF4AIII (panel ii), or SF2/ASF (panel iii)
in the PTCx strain does not rescue GFP expres-
sion in the affected embryos. As a control, deple-
tion of Y14 (panel iv), eIF4AIII (panel v), and SF2/
ASF (panel vi) does not prevent the GFP expres-
sion in the embryos of the wild-type strain. The
RNAi-mediated depletion resulted in the ex-
pected phenotypes, as previously described
(Longman et al. 2000, 2003). (B) Table summariz-
ing the role of EJC components and splicing fac-
tors in NMD.

Nonsense-mediated decay in C. elegans
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dated by RNAi mediated by injection of double-stranded
RNA (dsRNA) derived from the respective genes,
F20G4.1 and Y37E11AM.1 (data not shown). Semiquan-
titative RT–PCR analysis showed that depletion of both
genes led to the increase of reporter mRNA level that
was comparable with the increase induced by the deple-
tion of SMG-2, a bona fide NMD factor (Fig. 5B). Fur-
thermore, depletion of F20G4.1 and Y37E11AM.1 by
dsRNA injections resulted in early embryonic lethality
prior to morphogenesis, indicating that these newly
identified NMD factors are essential for proper embry-
onic development (data not shown). As such, they repre-
sent a new class of essential NMD genes in C. elegans
that we have termed smgl (for smg lethal; F20G4.1 and
Y37E11AM.1 have been named smgl-1 and smgl-2, re-
spectively).

Newly identified NMD factors are functionally
conserved in human

Both newly identified genes are highly conserved
throughout evolution, based on sequence homology
(http://www.ensembl.org), and have clear orthologs in

mouse, human, and fugu, among others, but are absent
in yeast (Supplementary Figs. S1, S2). The C. elegans
SMGL-1 corresponds to the human NAG, with two re-
gions of increased homology between the species (36%
and 44% similarity, respectively) (Fig. 6A; Supplemen-
tary Fig. S1). The human homolog of the C. elegans
smgl-2 gene is the DHX34 gene (DEAH box protein 34).
SMGL-2 and DHX34 share a large central portion with
high sequence conservation (46% identity and 64% simi-
larity) (Fig. 6B; Supplementary Fig. S2). The analysis of
hNAG identified three WD40 (�-propeller domain) re-
peats in the N-terminal part of the protein (C. Ponting,
pers. comm.). This gene was previously found to be am-
plified in human neuroblastomas (Wimmer et al. 1999;
Scott et al. 2003), but its function is not currently
known. All WD repeat-containing proteins share a com-
mon function of coordinating multiprotein complex as-
semblies, forming a scaffold for protein–protein interac-
tions (for review, see Smith et al. 1999). The human
DHX34 gene is a member of ATP-dependent RNA heli-
case family, as it contains four domains associated with
this family of proteins (Fig. 6B). Although the role of this
helicase is not described, DEAD/DEAH-box helicases
are commonly involved in many aspects of RNA me-
tabolism including transcription, pre-mRNA splicing,
translation, and mRNA decay (for recent reviews, see
Rocak and Linder 2004; Fuller-Pace 2006; Linder 2006).

Next, we analyzed whether the human homologs of
these two novel NMD factors identified in C. elegans,
hNAG, and hDHX34 also had a role in NMD in human
cells. First, HeLa cells were individually depleted of ei-
ther hNAG or hDHX34 using two different nonoverlap-
ping small interfering RNA (siRNA) pools (Fig. 7A).
Then, depleted cells were transfected with a �-globin
NMD reporter (�39), or with a wild-type �-globin re-
porter (�wt) as a control (Lykke-Andersen et al. 2000).

Figure 5. An RNAi screen led to the identification of two
novel NMD factors in C. elegans. (A, panel i) As a negative
control, RNAi was induced with empty vector. (Panel ii) As a
positive control, RNAi was induced with the smg-2 clone,
which led to strong GFP expression within the PTCx strain.
Depletion of the F20G4.1 clone (panel iii) and the Y37E11AM.1
clone (panel iv) resulted in increased GFP expression. (B, panels
i,ii) The level of PTCx reporter mRNA was monitored by semi-
quantitative RT–PCR. In the PTCx strain, the level of reporter
mRNA is very low (lane 2); however, it is significantly increased
upon depletion of SMG-2. (Panels i,ii) Depletion of F20G4.1 or
Y37E11AM.1 by RNAi led to an increase in PTCx mRNA level
that is comparable with the depletion of SMG-2, a bona fide
NMD factor (cf. lanes 4 and 6). A control mRNA encoding the
splicing factor SRp20 is not altered by any of these treatments.

Figure 6. Sequence conservation and functional domains of
the newly characterized NMD factors. (A) Schematic represen-
tation of the human NAG, which is the homolog of C. elegans
SMGL-1. Black boxes represent the regions of sequence conser-
vation within proteins; the level of conservation is indicated.
WD40 domains within the N terminus of the protein are indi-
cated by brackets above the protein. (B) Schematic representa-
tion of the human DHX34, which is the homolog of C. elegans
SMGL-2. Black boxes represent the regions of sequence conser-
vation within proteins; the level of conservation is indicated.
Functional domains associated with ATP-dependent RNA heli-
cases (DEXDc, HELICc, PFAM:HA2, and PFAM:DUF 1605) are
indicated by brackets above the protein.
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Total RNA was isolated 24 h post-transfection and the
steady-state level of �-globin reporter mRNA was ana-
lyzed by real-time RT–PCR. As expected, the level of
wild-type �-globin mRNA remained unchanged regard-
less of UPF1, NAG, or DHX34 depletion (Supplementary
Fig. S3). In contrast, depletion of UPF1 resulted in an
increased level of the �-globin NMD reporter (�39)
mRNA, compared with mock-depleted cells (Fig. 7B).
Importantly, depletion of both hNAG and hDHX34 also
led to increased levels of �-globin NMD reporter mRNA
(Fig. 7B). These results show that hNAG and hDHX34
genes identified by sequence homology with the newly
described NMD factors in C. elegans are also function-
ally conserved NMD factors in humans.

Discussion

Seven smg genes were identified as molecular effectors
of nonsense-mediated decay in C. elegans; however, it is

still not clear how a nonsense codon is interpreted as a
PTC triggering NMD. Most C. elegans genes have in-
trons, suggesting that exon boundaries might play a role
in defining a PTC, as it happens in human cells, and
circumstantial evidence has been accumulated support-
ing this notion (for review, see Mango 2001). For in-
stance, analysis of nonsense alleles of the unc-54 gene
showed that the unc-54(e1328) and unc-54(e1300) al-
leles, which harbor a PTC in the penultimate or in the
ultimate exon, respectively, only displayed modest
mRNA degradation (Dibb et al. 1985; Bejsovec and
Anderson 1988). Six additional mutant RNAs harboring
a stop codon in the last or penultimate exon were shown
to be only intermediate targets of mRNA surveillance
(Mango 2001). This led to the proposition that, if exon
boundaries play a role in PTC definition in C. elegans, at
least two introns are needed (Mango 2001). It should be
noted that these examples are not incompatible with a
boundary-dependent or polarity effect whereby distance
from the natural stop codon or the poly(A) site influences
the strength of NMD. Here, we were able to show that
PTCs can be defined independently of exon boundaries,
as shown by the strong NMD elicited by a GFP reporter
lacking introns downstream from the PTC (PTCx�In
and PTCa�In). This is in agreement with our observation
that EJC components are not required for eliciting NMD
in C. elegans (Fig. 4). Accordingly, the dpy-5(e61) allele
undergoes NMD despite the fact that the dpy-5 gene has
only one exon (Hodgkin et al. 1989). In mammalian cells
the −55-nt boundary rule is sometimes overruled, as
shown in a T-cell receptor (TCR)-� gene that did not
conform to this rule (Wang et al. 2002). This illustrates
that, at least in some cases, there seems to be a distance
effect, with nonsense codons distant from the last intron
being more effective in eliciting NMD (Wang et al. 2002).
Moreover, in the case of an immunoglobulin-µ mRNA
harboring a PTC, it was recently demonstrated that
NMD occurs independently of introns and that the dis-
tance between the termination codon and the poly(A)
tail is a critical determinant for EJC-independent NMD
(Buhler et al. 2006).

Nonsense-mediated decay has a prominent role in
gene expression since it not only regulates transcripts
harboring nonsense mutations, but also regulates an im-
portant fraction of the transcriptome (Rehwinkel et al.
2006). For instance, global changes associated with UPF
loss of function affect the abundance of hundreds of
mRNAs in yeast, Drosophila, and humans (Lelivelt and
Culbertson 1999; Mendell et al. 2004; Rehwinkel et al.
2005).

Use of an RNAi screen strategy resulted in the identi-
fication of two novel NMD factors that are highly con-
served during evolution. Interestingly, these two factors
have a role in NMD not only in C. elegans but also in
human cultured cells. Both smgl-1 (NAG) and smgl-2
(DHX34) are genes required for viability in C. elegans
and, since NMD is not an essential process in this or-
ganism, this suggests that they may be involved in addi-
tional cellular functions. Interestingly, many cellular
functions other than NMD have been described for sev-

Figure 7. The human homologs of the novel C. elegans factors
are required for NMD in human cells. (A) HeLa cells were
mock-depleted, or depleted of UPF1, NAG, and DHX34 using
two nonoverlapping siRNA pools. The level of knockdown of
individual depletions was measured by real-time RT–PCR. The
graph represents data of at least three independent experiments
for each siRNA pool. For UPF1, the level of depletion was also
assessed by Western blotting. (B) Depletion of both NAG and
DHX34 genes, accomplished by two nonoverlapping siRNA
pools, led to the increase of the �-globin reporter (�39) mRNA
level. Depleted HeLa cells were transiently transfected with
NMD �-globin reporter (�39), together with an EGFP vector as
a transfection control. Total RNA was isolated 24 h post-trans-
fection and the steady-state level of the reporter mRNA was
measured by real-time RT–PCR. A schematic representation of
the NMD �-globin reporter (�39) is below the graph.
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eral smg genes. For instance, three smg genes, smg-2,
smg-5, and smg-6, were shown to be required for persis-
tence of RNAi in C. elegans, establishing a connection
between mRNA surveillance and RNAi (Domeier et al.
2000). In the case of SMG-2/UPF1, this essential NMD
factor also has been shown to be required for genome
stability, since its depletion induces cell cycle arrest
early in S phase (Azzalin and Lingner 2006a; for review,
see Azzalin and Lingner 2006b). Moreover, SMG-2/UPF1
is also involved in alternative mRNA degradation path-
ways, which are NMD-independent, by being recruited
to 3�UTRs by the RNA-binding protein Staufen 1 (Kim et
al. 2005) or to the 3� end of histone mRNAs via the
stem–loop-binding protein (Kaygun and Marzluff 2005).
The hSMG1 gene, which functions in UPF1/SMG-2
phosphorylation, has been shown to have a role in geno-
toxic stress (Brumbaugh et al. 2004). In the case of
DHX34, it is possible to hypothesize that the RNA he-
licase activity of this protein is involved both in NMD
and in other aspects of RNA metabolism that are essen-
tial for the cell.

An important aspect of this study is that we identified
two novel highly conserved factors that are required for
the NMD in an organism where this pathway is defined
independently of splicing (C. elegans) and in humans,
where exon boundaries play an important, if not essen-
tial, role for this surveillance mechanism. Future work
will elucidate whether these factors are recruited to the
NMD complex in different manners in both organisms.

Materials and methods

Reporters

A series of NMD reporters based on the lacZ�GFP reporter
vector pDP96.04 (Fire et al. 1990; Roberts et al. 2003), which is
driven by the ubiquitous sec-23 promoter, were created either in
a wild-type version or harboring a PTC in different positions of
the LacZ gene. Nonsense mutations were created by site-di-
rected mutagenesis of the wild-type reporter. In the PTCx con-
struct, a C-to-T change was introduced at position 2193, creat-
ing a TAA stop codon. In the PTCa reporter, a C-to-T change at
position 5172 resulted in a TAA stop codon, whereas in the
PTCb reporter, a G-to-A change was introduced at position
5338, creating a TAG stop codon. The PTCx�IN and PTCa�IN
reporters carry the same mutation as PTCx and PTCa, respec-
tively; however, the LacZ part of the reporter was replaced by
the intronless LacZ gene from vector pPD95.93 (Fire et al. 1990).

Transgenic strains

Transgenic strains were created by microinjections. Young
adults from a DR96 strain carrying a mutant allele of unc-76
gene were injected into their gonads with 10–20 ng/µL of the
appropriate reporter, together with 20 ng/µL of the unc-76 res-
cue plasmid and 100 ng/µL of carrier DNA. The F1 progeny
carrying the transgene were identified by rescued movement
and transferred onto fresh plates, 10–20 individuals per plate.
From each plate one F2 animal with wild-type movement was
selected to establish a line, and for each reporter three to five
lines were generated. For use in the genome-wide RNAi screen,
the PTCx reporter was integrated into the genome. A transgenic

line with lower transmission carrying the PTCx reporter was
�-irradiated, and a worm with 100% transmission of the re-
porter was backcrossed four times with the Bristol N2 strain to
establish the PTCxi strain.

dsRNA preparation and microinjection

Templates for RNA synthesis were generated by PCR from C.
elegans genomic DNA using gene-specific primers with T3 and
T7 promoter sequences added onto forward (F) and reverse (R)
primers, respectively. PCR products were gel-purified and used
as templates for in vitro RNA synthesis with T3 and T7 RNA
polymerase (Boehringer Mannheim) following instructions
from the manufacturers. RNA was dissolved in sterile water.
DsRNA was assembled by mixing equal amounts of sense and
antisense RNA followed by incubation for 10 min at 68°C and
then for 30 min at 37°C. For each gene, 10–15 young adult
hermaphrodites were injected with dsRNA into the gonad. In-
jected worms were left to recover and egg lay for 16 h. Then,
injected animals were transferred onto individual plates and the
phenotype was observed in the F1 progeny. The affected progeny
were examined using DIC or fluorescence microscopy.

Primers used were the following: T3 sequence, ATTAACCC
TCACTAAAGGGAAG; T7 sequence, TAATACGACTCACTA
TAGG; eIF4AIIIF, GATGATATGGCAACAGTGG; eIF4AIIIR,
CTTGTGGAACATCTAATCC; smg-2F, AAATCAGTGATGG
AGTCG; smg-2R, ATCAGCCGCCGATGAGCACG; F20G4.1F,
GAAGTTGTTTGGATGCGGC; F20G4.1R, TCACTGCATCA
CGTAATCG; Y37E11AM.1F, CGCACTTTCCCATTCATCG;
Y37E11AM.1R, GATCAATCCTCCTCTGCCG. Primers used
for Y14 and the Ref1, Ref2, and Ref3 genes are as described in
Longman et al. (2003). Primers used for SR proteins and
hnRNPA1 genes are as described in Longman et al. (2000).

RT–PCR

RT–PCR was performed using SuperScriptIII One-Step RT–PCR
Kit (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s instructions. To
test the efficiency of RNAi treatment by RT–PCR, 100-µL re-
actions were prepared for wild-type and RNAi-treated samples.
These reactions were split into identical fractions and RT–PCR
analysis was performed to compare RNA levels corresponding
to either a control gene or the gene(s) targeted in the RNAi
experiment. After 23–28 cycles of amplification, RT–PCR prod-
ucts were loaded on ethidium bromide-stained agarose gel.
Primers used for RT–PCR analysis were the same as the ones
used for preparation of dsRNA fragments without the T3 and T7
sequences.

Genome-wide RNAi screen

The RNAi library used has been previously described (Fraser et
al. 2000; Kamath et al. 2003). It was created in the laboratory of
Julie Ahringer (The Gurdon Institute, Cambridge, UK) and is dis-
tributed via MRC GeneService (http://www.geneservice.co.uk/
home). RNAi feeding was performed as previously described
(van Haaften et al. 2004), with minor modifications. Briefly,
RNAi was performed in liquid format by feeding synchronized
population of PTCxi L1 larvae with bacterial clones expressing
dsRNA corresponding to individual genes in 96-well plates.
Plates were then scored for the appearance of GFP expres-
sion, indicating that the depleted protein is required for NMD in
C. elegans.

RNAi in HeLa cells

HeLa cells were grown in DMEM (Invitrogen) supplemented
with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS), 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100
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µg/mL streptomycin. siRNA-mediated depletion was performed
in six-well plate format using DharmaFECT1 for all siRNA
transfections, following the manufacturer’s instructions. HeLa
cells that were 30%–40% confluent were transfected with the
following siRNAs (100 nM each): Dharmacon siGenome
SMARTpool M-020986-00-0005 (NAG-I), ON-TARGETplus
SMARTpool L-020986-00-0005 (NAG-II), siGenome SMART-
pool M-032233-00-0005 (DHX34-I), ON-TARGETplus SMART-
pool L-032233-01-005 (DHX34-II). For depletion of hUpf1, a
combination of two previously described RNA oligos was used:
hUPF1-I, GAGAATCGCCTACTTCACT; and hUPF1-II RNA,
GATGCAGTTCCGCTCCATT (Paillusson et al. 2005; Azzalin
and Lingner 2006a). The efficiency of the knockdown was as-
sessed by real-time RT–PCR.

Transient transfection assays

Forty-eight hours after siRNA depletion, HeLa cells were trans-
fected using Lipofectamine 2000 following the manufacturer’s
instructions. For each experiment, 0.2 µg of each of the �-globin
reporters (either �39 or �wt) were cotransfected with 0.2 µg of
an EGFP vector (Clontech) as a transfection control. �-Globin
reporters �39 and �wt were described previously in Lykke-
Andersen et al. (2000). Twenty-four hours after transfection,
growth medium was removed and cells were washed with PBS.
Total RNA was prepared by resuspending cells in 0.5 mL of TRI
Reagent (Sigma) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Isolated RNA was resuspended in 150 µL of water, and 1 µL was
used for each RT–PCR reaction.

Western blotting

Cells from six-well plates were resuspended in 500 µL of
Laemmli buffer. Then, 15 and 30 µL of each sample were sub-
jected to SDS/polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis followed by
Western blotting using mouse anti-hUpf1 antibody (1:2000)
(Lykke-Andersen et al. 2000) or rabbit anti-GAPDH antibody
(1:2000). Proteins were visualized by ECL (Pierse).

Real-time RT–PCR

RT–PCR was performed using SuperScript III Platinum SYBR
Green One-Step qRT–PCR Kit (Invitrogen) following the manu-
facturer’s instructions. Real-time RT–PCT was run on an MJ
Research Chromo4 Detector. Generally, 1 µL of sample RNA
was used in a 20-µL reaction, and each sample was run in du-
plicates. To assess the level of siRNA-mediated depletion levels
of UPF1, NAG and DHX34 mRNAs were normalized against
GAPDH mRNA. The level of �-globin reporter mRNA was nor-
malized against EGFP mRNA. For each independent experi-
ment, samples were analyzed two to four times. Primers used
were the following: �globF2, CATGGTGCATCTGACTCCTG;
�globR2, TTAGGGTTGCCCATAACAGC; EGFPF, ACGTAA
ACGGCCACAAGTTC; EGFPR, AAGTCGTGCTGCTTCAT
GTG; GAPDHF, GAGTCAACGGATTTGGTCGT; GAPDHR1,
TTGATTTTGGAGGGATCTCG; NAGF3, GAATGGTTGTT
GAGCCGAAT; NAGR3, GCTCCATCCCAAGTCGAATA;
DHX34F2, GAGCACCAGGTGGTGGTAGT; DHX34R2, CGA
CCTGTGAGCCATACTGA; Upf1F3, CCCTCCAGAATGGT
GTCACT; Upf1R3, CTTCAGCAACTTCGTGGTGA
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